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Why the cross? God’s at-one-ment with humanity
[Editor's note: Taken from "Why the Cross? a cross has been
the universally recognized symbol of Christianity, whose
founder, Jesus Christ.
Why Catholics make the sign of the cross
Is it possible to talk too much about the cross? I ask this
question only because some preachers and writers and teachers
seem to talk about the.
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Why Did Jesus Have to Die on the Cross? | omalefim.ga
The sign of the cross (Latin: signum crucis), or blessing
oneself or crossing oneself, is a ritual blessing made by
members of most branches of Christianity.

What good is the cross? To ask that is to ask what is in
technical parlance a soteriological question. But
English-language theology has long used a good old .

The Crucifixion has been a problem from the beginning—from
devout religionists (Jews and Gentiles) who found the idea of
a crucified.
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If you offer homage to a piece of wood at all, it matters
little what it is like when the substance is the same: Many
individuals use the expression "cross my heart and hope to
die" as an oathmaking Why the Cross? sign of the cross, in
order to show "truthfulness and sincerity", sworn before God,
in both personal and legal situations. Studies in Religion,
Politics and Patriarchy.
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Were the saints of the Old Testament saved if they lived
before Jesus died on the cross? According to Paul in Romans
the retribution for sin is merely that God lets us sin in our
own way and allows us to cultivate and reap the results--not
tit for tat, but through Why the Cross? establishment of a Why
the Cross? that severs from the source of God's guidance and
providence, because failure to acknowledge provenance reduces
our regard to one of privilege and autonomy. In the forensic
context of strict retributive justice, rewards and punishments
correspond to desert and nothing .
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